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• The role of the Commerce Commission and our regulation (Part 4)

• Purpose of Part 4 regulation

• Types of regulation

• Asset management and Part 4

• Dealing with challenges and consumer expectations

• Our likely focus areas

• Is the future becoming less uncertain?

• Asset health and criticality

• Resilience

What we will discuss 
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Part 4 of the Commerce Act

• Part 4 of the Commerce Act provides for the regulation of 

electricity lines businesses

• The purpose of Part 4 is to promote the long-term benefit of 

consumers in regulated markets

• Most relevant to asset management are regulated supplier’s 

incentives to:

• innovate and invest

• improve efficiency and provide services at a quality that 

reflects consumer demands

Regulation of Electricity Lines Businesses 
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Regulation of Electricity Lines Businesses 
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Types of regulation

• Information disclosure (ID)

• Applies to all 29 lines businesses

• Helps us assess the performance of lines businesses and the 

sector as a whole

• Provides information of interest to stakeholders

• Sharing of best-practice between businesses

• Includes disclosure of asset management plans (AMPs)

• Price-quality regulation 

• Applies to 17 of the 29 lines businesses

• Sets price limits and quality standards



We do not regulate asset management directly

• We focus on the incentives lines businesses have, and how they are 

performing

• ID (including AMPs) provides insights on annual decisions on asset 

management, the state of the network assets, and long-term plans

• Quality standards and incentives provide insights into how assets 

are  managed over the medium term (time-lagged indicators)

• Investigations following quality breaches provide insights on asset 

management practices

Asset management and Part 4
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• Asset management decisions remain with lines businesses

• We focus where we can add greatest benefits – summary analysis

• Are suppliers planning and operating networks in a way that is 

economic, efficient, and effective

• Are suppliers making:

• The right investments 

• at the right time and in the right location

• in the right way

• Room for changes to ID regulations to improve our and other 

interested parties understanding of sector performance

• We would appreciate your suggestions for improving disclosures

Our focus on asset management  
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Dealing with the future
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Is the future becoming less uncertain?

1. What consumers are saying/being told

2. What lines businesses are saying

3. What third-party investors are saying



Dealing with the future
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Consumers

• Changes in demand profiles

• Potential for reduced level of assets for security  

• Potential for stranded assets



Dealing with the future
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Lines companies

• Rate of change may be a bit slow – do nothing and see?

• Undertaking the right level of investments:

• Change in demand profile that can be leveraged

• Integrating new technology cost effectively – investing 

for two way flows.

• High repex and resilience



Dealing with the future
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Third-parties

• What and where are the opportunities

• MEUG/Transpower – information on where to trial 

batteries.



Maintaining investment sufficiency

• Challenge is to protect consumers and lines businesses from 

avoidable costs, now and in future, but maintain investment 

sufficiency

Development projects

• We are interested in information disclosed on scenarios and options 

for integrating new tech and network enhancements

• Some say – won’t need a n-1 network in many places

Dealing with the future
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Maintaining investment sufficiency cont…

• What other tools are there in the intermediate stages

• Security of supply standards – probabilistic approach

• Short term PQ trade-off – IMs allow businesses to apply for CPPs

• Encourage consumer side investments 

• Post contingency load management – is this feasible?

• Your views and R&D are important to stakeholders

Dealing with the future
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• Protect consumers and business from manageable risks

• Expect asset replacements driven by asset health, criticality and 

forecast long term needs

• Understand asset criticality and risks 

• Look for reversible options

• Interested in how EDB quality standards may be more forward 

looking

Asset health and criticality
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• It would be useful for industry to develop approaches to assessing 

asset health and systems and processes

• Robust approach to assessing asset health – EDBs share costs?

• Data integrity is important

• Provide line-of-sight from data collection to expenditure forecasts 

• From expenditure forecasts to revenue limits

Asset health and criticality
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• Demonstrate a focus in this area in AMPs

• Demonstrate the problems being solved in the AMP

• Does not necessarily mean stronger builds

• What opportunities are there going forward (design and construction 

standards)

• Cost/benefits/policies are important – consumers want to know why 

prices are going up, if so, and are utilities doing the right things.

Resilience
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• Effective asset management is important for New Zealanders

• Lines businesses’ responsibility to manage the assets effectively

• We have a range of tools to influence better asset management 

practices and are open to your suggestions to improve these

• Our areas of focus include:

• integrating the technology within the network 

• asset health, risks and criticality

• resilience

• We will appreciate your input into how best we can provide better 

information on asset management to interested parties

• Thanks for this opportunity to share our views with you

Conclusions
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Contact us

Call: 0800 943 600

Write: Contact Centre, PO Box 2351, Wellington 6140

Email: regulation.branch@comcom.govt.nz

Website: comcom.govt.nz/regulated-industries/ 
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